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A recursion formula is proved for the number of locks and the distribution of keys in the 
following problem: determine the minimum number of locks that the door of a bank safe must 
have so that any k of a set of n managers can open the safe but no k - 1 can, where 1 r k I n. 
Problem. n managers wish to determine the minimum number f(n, k) of locks that 
the door of a bank safe has to have, so that any k of the managers can open the safe 
but no k-l can, where 1 rkln. 
Let the above problem be denoted by P(n, k). The problem P(n, 1) is trivial: 
f(n, 1) = 1 and each of the n managers gets a key to the lock. The problem P(n, n) is 
also trivial: f(n, n) = n and the ith manager gets the key to the ith lock, 1 5 i I n. 
The following theorem embodies two recursion properties of P(n, k), which will 
yield the general solution for f(n, k) and the distribution of the keys. 
Key Theorem. (a) If one manager is asked to resign and the locks to his keys are 
left permanently unlocked, then problem P(n, k) becomes problem P(n - 1, k - I), 
where 1 <kin. 
(b) If one manager is asked to resign and all the locks except the ones corres- 
ponding to his keys are left permanently unlocked, then problem P(n, k) becomes 
problem P(n - 1, k), where 1 5 k c n. The resigning manager can thus be considered 
to become president since he alone can open the safe. 
In other words: for any given manager in P(n, k), there is no set of less than k of 
the n - 1 remaining managers that has all his keys. 
Proof. (a) Suppose manager A is asked to resign, and consider any k - 1 of the 
remaining n’- 1 persons. In P(n, k) these k - 1 managers needed one more manager, 
e.g. A, in order to open the safe, but now all of A’s keys are unnecessary, so now 
they can open the safe. Now suppose that there are k - 2 of the remaining n - 1 
managers, who are able to open the safe. Then they together with A can open the 
safe when A’s locks are put into action again, contradicting P(n, k). Therefore we 
have proved that P(n, k) yields P(n - 1, k - 1). 
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(b) Again, suppose manager A is asked to resign, and consider any k - 1 of the 
remaining n - 1 persons. In P(n, k) these k - 1 managers needed one more manager, 
e.g. A, in order to open the safe, i.e. they did not have all of A’s keys between them; 
and now all of A’s locks are still in action, so now they still cannot open the safe. 
This shows that P(n, k) yields P(n - 1, k). 
The general solution 
By the Key Theorem it follows that if we have the solutions for P(n - 1, k - 1) and 
P(n - 1, k), then the solution for P(n, k) is obtained as follows: 
(a) Taking the solution for P(n - 1, k), we adjoin one more person and according 
to part (b) of the Key Theorem give him a key to each of the f(n - 1, k) locks of 
P(n - 1, k). This is his final set of keys. 
(b) We must now add a certain number of new locks and distribute keys for these 
among the original n - 1 persons so that P(n, k) results. According to part (a) of the 
Key Theorem these new locks and the distribution of their keys form a solution to 
P(n - 1, k - 1). 
The following corollary is immediate: 
Corollary 1 
(i) f(n, k) =f(n - 1, k) +f(n - 1, k - l), l<k<n, 
= (k 1,) by induction. 
(ii) The number of keys each person gets in P(n, k) is f (n - 1, k), 1~ k < n. 
Examples 
(1) P(2,2): 1, 2. 
P(3,2): 1.3, 2.3, 1 2. 
P(4,2): 1.3.4, 2.3.4, 12.4, 12 3. 
The first line states that manager 1 gets the key to lock 1 and manager 2 the key to 
lock 2, in accordance with the trivial solution to the problem P(n, n) mentioned 
earlier. In order to obtain a formula for the solution to P(n, 2) however, we give 
manager 1 the key to lock 2 and manager 2 the key to lock 1, i.e. we exchange the 
first and second columns above or renumber the first and second persons. It then 
follows by induction that the solution to P(n,2) is f(n, 2) = n and the ith manager 
gets a key to each lock except the ith one, 1~ i 5 n. 
(2) P(3,3): 1, 2, 3. 
P(4,3): 1.5 6, 2.4 6, 3.4 5, 123. 
P(5,3): 1.5 6.8 9 10, 2.4 6.7 9 10, 3.45.7810, 123.789, 123456. 
(3) P(4,4): 1, 2, 3, 4. 
P(5,4): 1.5 9 10, 2.6 8 10, 3.7 8 9, 4.5 6 7, 1 2 3 4. 
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The inductive construction of the distribution p(n, k) of the keys in P(n, k) intro- 
duced above can be written functionally as follows. In Example (2) the solution 
~($3) for P(5,3) is obtained by giving the last person the keys numbered 1 to 6 and 
distributing keys to the first four persons according to the solution p(4,3) of P(4,3) 
(with locks numbered 1 to 6) and the solution p(4,2) of P(4,2) (with locks 7 to 10). 
As a further step the solution p(4,3) can be reduced similarly. We can write this in 
the notation 
~(573) = ]~(4,3) *~(4,2), 1 2 3 4 5 61, 
= ]{~(3,3) *~(3,2), 1 2 3) *~(4,2), 1 2 3 4 5 61, 
and similarly for Example (3): 
PC59 4) = LP(49 4) *PC49 3), 1 2 3 41, 
= I~(49 4) * (~(393) *~(3,2), 5 6 71, 1 2 3 41. 
Hence we have the following result: 
Corollary 2 
p(n,k)= [p(n-l,k)*p(n-l,k-l), 12 +..f(n-l,k)], l<k<n. 
Direct proof of the formula f(n, k) = (k 1 1) 
This is essentially the argument given in [l, p. 81. In the problem P(n, k) every set 
of k - 1 persons is unable to open the safe because they lack at least one key. As we 
are looking for the minimum number of locks necessary, we shall assume that each 
set of k - 1 persons lacks exactly one key. Now two different sets of k - 1 persons 
cannot lack the same key because together they form a set of at least k persons and 
can thus open the safe. This makes (k !! ,) locks necessary, and sufficient: for if a 
given set of k - 1 persons lacks key x, then all the other persons must have key x. 
Furthermore, a given person A does not belong to (G 11) of the possible (k 1,) sets of 
k - 1 persons. Hence A gets (z 1 i) keys in the above way. 
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